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Pitney Bowes' experiments with tagging
detailed in recent discovery of essays
By Wayne L. Youngblood
After more than 30 years,
a group of historically significant luminescent tagging essays, related material and
notes has turned up in private hands. This material
will add much to the knowledge base of the history of
postal mechanization.
The material, a sampling
of which is shown in full
color under both normal and
longwave ultraviolet light,
covers a broad spectrum between United States and foreign adhesive stamps, postal
stationery, meter imprints
and penalty envelopes overprinted or printed with fluorescent ink. Little of this material was previously known
by collectors to exist.
When discovered, the experimental material belonged to William McDonough, who was a research
chemist for a number of
years with Pitney Bowes, in
the Applied Research Department. He had kept the luminescent material in a folder as a form of personal
diary of experimental
projects he had worked on.

Most of these experiments
took place between 1959-61,
well before the 1963 experimental implementation
of tagged U.S. stamps.
Most collectors' awareness
of tagged U.S. stamps begins
with the Aug. 1 experimental
release of tagged 8¢ airmail
stamps, Scott C64a. But the
story begins much earlier.
On Monday, Feb. 25, 1963,
Postmaster General J. Edward Day made the first public disclosure of a postally
significant change when he
announced to a small luncheon group that an experimental field test of luminescent airmail stamps
would begin in July that year
(the test was delayed until
Aug. 1).
Day mentioned that the
primary purpose of the test
stamps was to speed the handling of airmail, and that the
experimental stamps would
be recognized and separated
by special equipment.
On Feb. 26, Day's office released further information
noting that the stamps would
be coated with an inorganic
phosphorescent compound

that would be activated by
ultraviolet light.
By April 1 of that year,
Day disclosed the following:
"We have every confidence
this field data will lead to an
extension of this system of
stamp identification and cancellation to all of our postage
stamps within the next few
years." If anything, Day's disclosure was an understatement of the extent to which
luminescence has been used
to speed the processing of
mail.
What has not previously
been known is the extent to
which tests had already been
performed, under contract
with the U.S. Post Office Department, by Pitney Bowes,
National Cash Register, Stanford Research Institute and
others. Thus the source of
McDonough's material.
During the 1950s, the
USPOD began to realize, by
nearly annual double-digit in- This grouping of U.S. and foreign tagging essays, photographed under longwave ultraviolet
creases in mail volume, that light, shows a wide range of experimental tagging patterns and types. These essays plus
new mail systems would others were discovered in the hands of a former researcher who worked for Pitney Bowes.
have to be devised to keep
pace with those increases. As were let to private compaa result, several research nies.
The basis for much of this
and development contracts
new testing was the existence
of several experimental models of facer-cancelers, devised by Dutch inventor F.
van Marie between 1938-55.
Van Marie's facer-cancelers were based on the
premise that the common location of postage, in the
upper-right corner of the envelope, be used as the basis
of orienting and separating
loose mail into different categories to be canceled and
processed.
One of van Marie's machines, a facer-canceler de- The same stamps as shown in the top-most illustration, but
signed to detect stamps con- photographed under normal lighting rather than longwave
taining metal foil, was ultraviolet light to show the differences the tagging makes.
shipped to Stamford, Conn.,
home of Pitney Bowes, in
1956. Serious testing of all
sorts then began - including
luminescent tests.
By 1957, when McDonough
joined Pitney Bowes, many
types of testing for both
stamps and meters was well
under way.
Among some of McDon- These blocks of experimental facsimile stamps were printough's first tests from which ed on Lumogen and Helecon fluorescent-coated papers.
he saved material were fluorescent mail-sorting bar code
markings applied to the
backs of envelopes, and very
early phosphorescent meter
- - - - - - --inks. The Jetter-sorting
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perimentally tested on live
mail in Cincinnati, Ohio in
1970 (by LTV Electrosystems). This encoding of information into bar-coded fashion later developed into the
present black-ink bar-coding
system on the fronts of envelopes.
McDonough's phosphorescent meter ink experiments
were printed first in green
ink that faintly glows under
shortwave UV light. Subsequent experiments were
printed in brownish-red and
red inks that glow a bright
yellow green under shortwave UV light.
McDonough told Linn 's
that experiments of phosphorescent meter inks was abandoned and later adapted to
fluorescent meter inks. Much
later, on July 1, 1973, all
meter inks were required to
be fluorescent.
The reason phosphorescent
meter inks were abandoned
early on, McDonough told
Linn's, was because of the
abrasive nature of the inorganic phosphorescent silicate
particles. If ground too finely, the particles lost their
phosphorescent quality. If
left larger, the particles
quickly wore down the zinc
meter dies. McDonough had
an example of a Feb. 26,
1960, fluorescent meter impression.
Most of McDonough's
stamp experiments took
place in 1960-61.

Early experiments with phosphorescent meter inks were
tried, but dropped in favor of fluorescent. These phosphorescent specimens were created as tests. All but the 1959
example were photographed under shortwave UV light.
During that time period, he
experimented with phosphorescent and fluorescent overprints and coated papers.
Some of these experiments
included fluorescent inks that
were mixed with pigmented
inks for use on stamped envelopes. Dummy test envelopes in various colors
were created in the lab to
test responsiveness of those
inks.
McDonough looked at the
possible use of phosphorescent and fluorescent coated
papers
an idea that is now
in use in the United States.
Two specific papers that
McDonough worked with
were Lumogen- and Heleconcoated papers. Both have
been used by postal administrations. Helecon No. 3336
was created by the U.S. Radium Co.
Among the items contained
in that grouping are facsimile stamps printed on
both papers and a group of
four sample ungummed Australian postage stamp proofs
that were printed on Helecon

paper supplied to the Australian government by Pitney
Bowes. Australia later printed numerous stamp issues on
Helecon paper.
Other foreign tagged
stamps in the grouping ineluded a number of French
and Netherlands stamps with
various types of bar and
overall fluorescent tagging.
Some of the most interesting tagging essays included
U.S. stamps and postal stationery, including stamps from
the Presidential, Liberty and
Champions of Liberty series,
as well as individual com-

memoratives, such as Boy
Scouts and Dental Health, as
well as others.
The tagging applied to
these stamps has visual characteristics similar to both
zinc orthosilicate (which
glows a bright yellow green)
and calcium silicate (which
glows orange red) . The biggest difference is that unlike
the later-adopted phosphorescent chemical compounds,
which glow only under shortwave UV light, these stamps
glow under longwave light as
well, making them fluorescent tagging essays. One
of the compounds used even
glows an intense pink.
The existence of a few of
these tagging essays was discovered during the 1970s by
tagging pioneer John Stark.
Stark located and photographed a few of the stamps
(3¢ and 4¢ Liberty series and
Boy Scout commemoratives),
which had been held by the
German postal administration. It is not known what

Pitney Bowes experimented with fluorescent tagging inks
mixed with pigmented printing ink. These dummy stamped
envelope designs were experimentally printed in a wide
range of fluorescent colors.

These Dental Health and Credo stamps are two of several
different types of experimentally tagged stamps that were
never tagged for production.
later became of those
stamps.
As can be seen in the page
I color illustration, numerous
types of tagging formats,
ranging from overall to selective and repetitive bars, were
tried. McDonough told Linn's
that Pitney Bowes was attempting to show the range
of tagging types available.

Other stamps also were experimentally tagged, according to McDonough, but he
saved only those he had
worked with. Perhaps some
still exist in the archives of
Pitney Bowes.
Further information on
these fascinating items will
be presented in Linn's as
they are studied.
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Computer-related U.S. stamps, stationery
Which stamp shows the
most computers on it? The
United States commemorative (Scott 2630) issued May
17 for the New York Stock
E x c h a n g e ' s 2 th a n-

The se-tenant 1975 Banking
and Commerce issue (177-78)
displays the magnetic-ink numerals that are included on
checks so that they can be
read by machines. The Civil

Computers
and Stamps
By William F. Sharpe
niversary is the winner. The
design of this stamp includes
an image of the trading floor
with 10 computer screens.
This stamp is shown in Figure 1. You'll probably need a
magnifying glass to count all
of the computer screens.
The United States has issued a number of postal
items related to computers.
The first, issued Oct. 20,
1960, shows the first automated post office, which
opened in Providence, R.I.
Except for the word "automated" on this stamp (1164),
there's nothing to indicate
any connection to computers.
A 1965 precanceled 4¢
postal card (UX53) shows a
picture of a crowd and Census Bureau punch card.
Eight years elapsed before
the next U.S. stamp related
to computers appeared. The
6¢ Progress in Electronics
issue (1501) depicts transistors and a printed circuit
board, both used in mainframe computers of that era.
The stamp is illustrated in
Figure 2.

Figure l. The design of the
1992 New York Stock Ex·
change stamp includes 10
computer screens in the vi
gnette on the right.
Service issue of 1983 (2053)
also includes these characters.
The 1975 Banking and

Commerce issue also is pictured in Figure 2, as is the
Chemistry stamp of 1976
(1685). The design of the latter includes computer tape in
the background.
It takes a little explaining
to demonstrate that the Girl
Scouts 75th Anniversary
stamp (2251), shown in Figure 3, is indeed related to
computers.
The second merit badge in
the left column of the stamp
is for computer fun. The binary numbers "0011
and
"111" are the equivalents
of 7 and 19 in the decimal
system. "G" is the seventh
letter of the alphabet and "S"
is the 19th.
You count using binary notation just like you do with
decimals, except you can
only use these two digits. The

first seven binary numbers
are 1, 10, 11, 100, 101, 110,
and 111.
My favorite U.S. computerrelated philatelic item is the
15¢ Literacy postal card
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Figure 4. A stylized computer screen and keyboard are
shown in the lower-left corner of the Literacy postal card.

Figure 3. The second merit
badge in the left column of
this Girl Scout stamp is for
computer fun. The badge
shows the binary numbers
"00111" (7) and "10011" (19).

(UX146) issued in 1990. It is
illustrated in Figure 4. This
card was designed to heighten public awareness of literacy. The card includes a
stylized computer screen and
keyboard in the lower-left
corner.
There's some disagreement
as to whether the space station hologram stamped envelope issued in 1989 should be
considered to be computer
Figure 2. These three United States issues, honoring elec- related.
tronics, chemistry and banking, are all computer related.
The "USA" lettering and

denomination are in the liquid-crystal-display format
usually found on calculators,
not computers. The holographic image is recorded in
a photographic process with
multiplane exposures using
laser beams. The image is
then reproduced through a
precise form of embossing on
metallic foil.
Just what constitutes a
computer-related stamp is a
subjective opinion. The items
mentioned here by no means
exhaust the list of U.S. issues
related to computers.
The checklist issued periodically by the Mathematical
Study Unit proved helpful in
finding the items that I have
mentioned.
This list is not limited to
computers or to the United
States. Worldwide stamps
with any relationship to

mathematics or mathematicians are included on the list.
MSU publishes Philamath,
a quarterly journal that covers the subject of mathematics, including computers, on
stamps. The membership fee
is $5 per year. The checklist
is available for a separate
charge, although updates are
included with most issues of
the newsletter.
Contact Estelle A. Buccino,
Secretary-Treasurer, 2727
29th St. N.W., No. 737, Washington, DC 20008, to join
MSU or for more information. If you just want information, be sure to enclose a
return envelope with
postage.

